Expanding the Capabilities of HT&P Fittings Results in Shorter Lead Times, Compliance, Improved
Quality, and Safety for Pipeline Operators
T.D. Williamson introduces ProSeries™ fittings as part its total line of HT&P solutions
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(Tulsa, OK, September 5, 2017) – Hot tapping and plugging (HT&P) is a common method for
accessing an in-service pipeline for tie-ins, repair, and maintenance.
But as with most operations in the pipeline industry, “common” hardly equates to “simple.”
Entering and isolating a pipeline is complex by nature.
Fortunately, technological advances are helping keep HT&P projects safe and on schedule. A
recent innovation is the ProSeries ™ range of HT&P fittings introduced by global pipeline solutions
provider T.D. Williamson (TDW).
ProSeries fittings expand the capabilities of the company’s widely used STOPPLE® and STOPPLE Plus
fittings. Available for 4-inch through 36-inch, ProSeries fittings are engineered and manufactured
using best-in-class processes. The result is a broader range of code-compliant fittings to address
multiple applications and operating conditions – plus shorter lead times and substantially faster
deliveries.
The fitting is a crucial element of the HT&P operation. Manufacturing or delivery delays can send a
project off track, Paola Corrales, Product Manager – HT&P, said. By reducing ProSeries
manufacturing time, TDW allows operators to optimize project schedules, so they can become
more efficient and complete projects sooner.
“The ProSeries offering ensures operators will have the right fitting for their application, even in
the most challenging isolation operation – on time, exactly when they need it,” she said. “Based
on our innovative approach to design and production, TDW is also able to shorten delivery time of
custom fittings for use in extremely unique applications.”
Consistent product quality is assured through model-based manufacturing, Corrales said.
Compliance with ASME B31.3, B31.4, B31.8; CSA Z662 CAT I and CAT II; CFR 192 and 195; and a
variety of ANSI and other codes has been proven and validated.
ProSeries fittings are part of a total line of HT&P solutions from TDW that includes STOPPLE® Train
isolation systems, SHORTSTOPP® plugging machines, and tapping machines, as well as hot tapping
and isolation services. Using ProSeries fittings with LOCK-O-RING® Plus completion technology
minimizes leak paths and ensures proper sealing.
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About T.D. Williamson
Drawing upon a 96-year history of industry leadership, TDW delivers a comprehensive portfolio of
safe pipeline system solutions for onshore and offshore applications, including advanced isolation
and repair, integrated pigging, and integrity assessment solutions.
www.tdwilliamson.com
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